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About James:
Henry James, son of theologian Henry James Sr. and brother of the philosopher and psychologist William
James and diarist Alice James, was an American-born author and literary critic of the late 19th and early
20th centuries. He spent much of his life in Europe and became a British subject shortly before his death.
He is primarily known for novels, novellas and short stories based on themes of consciousness and
morality. James significantly contributed to the criticism of fiction, particularly in his insistence that writers
be allowed the greatest freedom possible in presenting their view of the world. His imaginative use of
point of view, interior monologue and possibly unreliable narrators in his own novels and tales brought a
new depth and interest to narrative fiction. An extraordinarily productive writer, he published substantive
books of travel writing, biography, autobiography and visual arts criticism. Short Summary:
On a lovely day in May, 1868, Christopher Newman, a wealthy American businessman, sits down in the
Louvre with an aesthetic headache, having seen too many paintings. A young Parisian copyist, Noémie
Nioche, catches his eye, and he agrees to buy the painting she is working on for the extravagant price of
2,000 francs.
Shortly thereafter, Newman recognizes Tom Tristram, an old friend from the Civil War, wandering the
gallery. Newman explains that he has made quite a fortune and now, having realized the inanity of
seeking competitive revenge on his fellow businessmen, has decided to move to Europe to enjoy his
wealth.
Over dinner, Newman admits to the Tristrams that he has come to Europe to find a wife to complete his
fortune. Mrs. Tristram suggests Claire de Cintré, the
beautiful and widowed daughter of an impossibly aristocratic family, the Bellegardes. Several days later,
Newman stops by the Tristram house only to find the visiting Claire, who politely invites him to call on her.
When Newman stops by the Bellegarde home, a pleasant young man promises to go get Claire, but is
checked by an imposing older figure who claims she is not at home.
Shortly thereafter, M. Nioche, Noémie's father, appears at Newman's hotel with his daughter's heavily

varnished and framed picture. When the timid, bankrupt Nioche admits his fear that his beautiful
daughter will come to a bad end, Newman offers to let her earn a modest dowry by painting. When he
meets Noémie in the Louvre to commission the paintings, however, she tells him bluntly that she cannot
paint and will only marry if she can do so very well.
Mrs. Tristram encourages Newman to spend the summer traveling, promising that Claire will wait for his
return. Newman spends a wonderful summer
exploring ruins, monuments, cathedrals, and the countryside with his usual enthusiasm. On his return to
Paris in the fall, Newman calls on Claire and finds her at home with her brother Valentin, the pleasant
young man he met on the
first visit. Newman is deeply drawn to Claire's presence, her peace, and her intense yet mild eyes.
About a week later, Valentin calls on Newman at home. The two talk late into the night and soon become
fast friends. Valentin explains to Newman that Claire
was married at eighteen, against her will, to the disagreeable old Count de Cintré. Valentin tried to stop
the wedding, but his mother, the Marquise and his brother, Urbain—the imposing older figure who
barred Newman's first visit— coveted the Count's pedigree and fortune. When the Count died and his
questionable business practices were exposed, Claire was so horrified that she withdrew her claim to his
money. The Marquise and Urbain allowed this withdrawal on the condition that Claire obey them
completely for ten years on every issue but marriage.
Newman tells Valentin that he would like to marry Claire. Valentin promises to help Newman's cause, out
of both friendship and a spirit of mischief. The following day, Newman calls on Claire and finds her alone.
He frankly details his love, his assets, and his desire to marry her. Fascinated but hesitant, Claire tells him
she has decided not to marry, but agrees to get to know him if he promises not to speak of marriage for
six months.
Delighted by Newman's success, Valentin arranges an audience with the heads of the family—the
forbidding Marquise and Urbain—later that week. On the appointed evening, after some painful small
talk, Newman horrifies the assembled company with a long and candid speech about his poor
adolescence and the makings of his fortune. When the others have left for a ball, Newman bluntly tells the
Marquise that he would like to marry her daughter. After inquiring with equal frankness about his wealth,
the Marquise grudgingly agrees to consider his proposal.
Several days later, M. Nioche unexpectedly appears at Newman's hotel room, clearly worried about
Noémie's antics. Newman decides to visit Noémie at the Louvre to discern the trouble. He encounters
Valentin en route and brings him
along. Valentin, completely charmed by Noémie and her ruthless, sublime ambition, resolves to pursue
her. Shortly thereafter, Newman receives an invitation to dinner at the Bellegarde house. After dinner,
Urbain confirms that the family has decided to accept Newman as a candidate for Claire's hand.
Over the next six weeks Newman comes often to the Bellegarde house, more than content to haunt Claire's
rooms and attend her parties. One afternoon as he awaits Claire, Newman is approached by Mrs. Bread,
the Bellegardes' old English maid, who secretly encourages him in his courtship. Meanwhile, the
Bellegardes' long-lost cousin Lord Deepmere arrives in Paris.
Upon the expiration of the six-month period of silence about marriage, Newman proposes to Claire again,
and she accepts. The next day, Mrs. Bread warns Newman to lose no time in getting married. The
Marquise is evidently displeased by the engagement, but agrees to throw an engagement ball. The

following few days are the happiest in Newman's life, as he sees Claire every day, exchanging longing
glances and tender words. Meanwhile, the Marquise and Urbain are away, taking Deepmere on a tour of
Paris. On the night of the Bellegarde ball, Newman suffers endless introductions
gladly and feels elated. He surprises first the Marquis and then Claire in heated discussions with Lord
Deepmere, but thinks little of it. Afterwards, he and Claire exchange declarations of happiness.
Shortly thereafter, Newman attends a performance of the opera Don Giovanni, and sees that several of his
acquaintances are also there. During the second act, Valentin and Stanislas Kapp, who have both been
sitting in Noémie's box, exchange insults and agree to a duel as a point of honor. Noémie is thrilled,
knowing that being dueled over will do wonders for her social standing. Against Newman's protests,
Valentin leaves for the duel, which is held just over the Swiss border.
The next morning, Newman arrives at the Bellegardes' to find Claire's carriage packed. In great distress,
Claire confesses that she can no longer marry him. The Marquise and Urbain admit that they have
interfered, unable to accept the idea that a commercial person should marry into their family. Newman
visits
Mrs. Tristram, who guesses that the Bellegardes want Claire to marry the rich Lord Deepmere instead,
though the honest Deepmere ruined things by telling Claire everything at the ball. Returning home to a
note that Valentin has been mortally wounded in the duel, Newman packs his bags and heads for the
Swiss border.
Newman arrives in Geneva to find Valentin near death. When Newman reluctantly recounts the broken
engagement with Claire, Valentin formally apologizes for his family and tells Newman to ask Mrs. Bread
about a skeleton in the Bellegarde family closet that Newman can use to get revenge. Newman attends
Valentin's funeral, but cannot bear to watch the actual burial and leaves. Three days later, he calls on
Claire at the family château in Fleurières, hoping to extract a rational justification for her rejection. But she
hides behind dark hints of a curse on the family, ruing her own vain attempts at happiness and declaring
her intention to become a Carmelite nun.
Newman threatens the Bellegardes with his superficial knowledge of their secret, but they refuse to budge.
That night, Newman secretly meets Mrs. Bread, who tells him the full secret—the Marquise and Urbain
killed the Marquis, Claire's father, at the family's country home because he opposed Claire's first marriage
to the Comte de Cintré. Mrs. Bread gives Newman a secret testament to these circumstances that the
Marquis wrote just before he died.
The next week in Paris, Mrs. Bread comes to work for Newman as his housekeeper. Newman goes to mass
at the Carmelite convent, but, horrified by the nuns' joyless chanting, he leaves. After the service, he
confronts the Marquise and Urbain with the details of their crime and a copy of the Marquis' letter. The
Bellegardes are clearly stunned, but regain their composure and leave. The next morning, Urbain visits
Newman to ask his price for destroying the note. Newman wants Claire, but Urbain refuses to give her. The
two part in stalemate.
Newman decides to ruin the Bellegardes by telling all their friends about the murder. But when Newman
calls on a rich Duchess, the first person he intends to tell, he is overwhelmed by the folly of his errand.
Instead, he leaves for London to think. One day in Hyde Park, Newman see Noémie on Lord Deepmere's
arm, attended by her miserable father.
After several months in London, Newman returns to the States. He makes it to San Francisco before the
weight of his unfinished business in France becomes unbearable. Returning to Paris, Newman walks to
Claire's convent and finds only a high, blank wall. Realizing that Claire is completely lost to him, Newman
destroys the Marquis' incriminatory note in Mrs. Tristram's fireplace and packs his bags for America.

Characters:
Christopher Newman
The novel's hero and protagonist. Newman is a "superlative American": tall, pleasant, temperate, liberal,
athletic, independent, and direct—a self- made success full of the "easy magnificence of his manhood."
Forced to earn a living at a young age, Newman has accumulated a substantial fortune through a
combination of diligence and luck. Now forty-two, he travels to Paris to enjoy the fruits of his labors and to
find a wife to complete his fortune. He is simple in some respects, inquisitive but interested only in "the
best" of any genre—as evidenced by his opening marathon tour of the Louvre—not out of elitism, but
rather a genuine curiosity to see what others consider superlative. Newman is curious at, but unimpressed
with, the intricate Parisian social system—an attitude that causes him trouble. Yet, though often unaware
of what he has provoked, Newman is far from a simplistic hero. His moral reasoning, honest love, and
unfailing allegiance mark him as mature, consistent and self-aware, even out of his element. Tom
Tristram An old acquaintance of Newman's who briefly served with him in the Civil War before moving to Paris six
years before the novel begins. Tristram lives on the Avenue d'Iéna, the wealthy American district, with his
wife Lizzie and their
several children. He is dull, unaware and unappreciative of artistic or personal genius, preferring to spend
his time in the Occidental Club smoking and thinking about clothes, style, cigars and card games with
other Americans. Yet he is no patriot, and rails against the United States so often that Newman, a reluctant
patriot, is forced to come to the country's defense. In his least sympathetic moments, Tom is openly
dismissive and disdainful of his intelligent wife's opinions, recommendations, witticisms and sensibilities,
much to Newman's dismay. Lizzie Tristram Tom Tristram's wife and Newman's first friend and advocate in Paris. Mrs. Tristram is intelligent,
well-spoken, graceful, and compassionate, but her marriage to the boorish Tom has left her somewhat
incomplete. She is neither beautiful nor truly brave, lacking the brazen courage to acquire the renown,
reputation and admiration that real beauty would easily give. Nonetheless, she is a deeply sympathetic
character and one of the novel's most human women: morally honest, loving, disappointed, romantic, full
of unspent wit and dreams. Newman instantly likes her, and she is immediately taken by him. It is Mrs.
Tristram who first discerns Newman's wish to marry, and suggests her childhood friend, Claire de Cintré.
Noémie Nioche
A charming, fearless, free-spirited, and ruthless Parisian copyist whose painting Newman agrees to buy.
Noémie is acutely aware of her many charms and can use them tirelessly to her advantage, able to play a
part at a moment's notice or coax more from the men in her life than they might have meant to give.
Valentin declares her "capable of seeing a man strangled without changing colour." Noémie habitually
humiliates her father, M. Nioche, sending him on menial errands, berating his mistakes, and giving him an
occasional stipend gleaned from her rich admirers. When Valentin and Kapp agree to duel over her, she is
thrilled, caring little for the loss of life. Yet Noémie's implicit cruelty stems less from sadism than ambition,
her willingness to sacrifice anything or anyone for the sacred end of marrying well. Claire De Bellegarde
(The Comtesse De Cintré)
The daughter of the Marquis and Marquise and the sister of Valentin and Urbain, also the childhood
friend of Mrs. Tristram and the beloved of Newman. Claire is described as an exquisite and perfect
woman: cultured, aristocratic, beautiful, and kind. At twenty-eight, she is a widow, her mother having
married her off at eighteen to the rich but unsavory Comte de Cintré, primarily out of an eagerness to refill
the dwindling family coffers. Though Claire is strong and willing to stand against her family on moral
principles, she cannot ultimately fight for her own happiness. Newman's courtship gives her a brief
glimpse of the joy others experience, but by novel's end she comes to feel that personal satisfaction and

pleasure are hopelessly vain in a world where others suffer. Claire's decision to enter the Carmelite order is
not simply an act of desperation, but a sign that she has dedicated her life to God to redeem the family.
Urbain De Bellegarde (The Young Marquis De Bellegarde)
The older son of the Marquis and Marquise, middle-aged and much older than Claire and Valentin.
Urbain is infinitely epicurean and accomplished, cultivating the best manners in France. He takes after his
mother the Marquise in looks, ambition, values, and temperament. However, though Urbain fancies
himself the male head of the household, he is little more than his mother's lackey. His role in the
household, as in the murder, is that of accomplice, posturer and guard. Though he has inherited the
Marquise's ethics and intense haughtiness, he does not quite have her talent for the stinging comeback or
the mortal blow. Valentin De Bellegarde (The Young Comte De Bellegarde) The younger son of the Marquis and Marquise, brother of Claire and Urbain. The charismatic and
entertaining Valentin is a great friend to Newman, who sees him as the "typical, ideal Frenchman"
Valentine is very close to Claire and loves
and admires her tremendously, while resenting their mother and Urbain for forcing Claire into a horrific
marriage against her will. Valentin also suspects that his mother and Urbain were involved in his father
the Marquis' death, but
he does not know how. Valentin plays the go-between between Claire and Newman, singing Newman's
praises to his hesitant sister and acting as Newman's advocate towards the Marquise and Urbain. His
motives are not entirely selfless, however, as he sees Newman as a means to take revenge against his
mother and brother's reign of terror. The Marquise De Bellegarde The mother of Urbain, Valentin, and Claire, born Lady Emmeline Atheling, the daughter of an English earl.
The Marquise, Newman's nemesis, is completely at home in her meticulously arranged world of pedigrees
and lost fortunes, a ruthless matriarch and a formidable adversary. Together, she and Urbain run the
Bellegarde household with an iron fist, first secretly killing her husband the Marquis for attempting to
prevent Claire's first marriage and now scheming to manipulate Claire and Valentin for the glory of the
family name. The Marquise, unmoved by her daughter's naïve wish for peace and happiness, resembles
the lovely Claire "as an insect might resemble a flower." Yet even the Marquise's most appalling actions
stem from a deep sense of entitlement and of duty to the aristocratic traditions she has been given to
uphold. Though Newman ultimately finds the Marquise and Urbain "sick as a pair of poisoned cats," he
cannot help but admire her brazen assurance and the heroically impenetrable manner in which she
receives his damning news of the Marquis' surviving letter. The Young Marquise De Bellegarde
Urbain's wife, a flighty, fashionable woman who, bored with pedigrees and damp chateaux, is looking for
some excitement. The young Marquise adores
music, dancing, and fashion. She flirts, pouts, and fears her husband even though she finds him dull. She
attempts to establish an alliance with Newman— another outsider to the family—but her idea of a joint
venture is a secret trip to the rowdy students' ball in the Latin Quarter. Though the young Marquise
cultivates an exquisite boredom, it is difficult to imagine what would really make her satisfied or happy.
The Comte De Cintré The rich, despicable old man whom Claire was forced to marry at eighteen. The Claire's mother the
Marquise chose the Count because of his fortune, pedigree, and willingness to accept a small dowry. Claire
was overwhelmed with disgust when she first met the Count, but by then the wedding arrangements had
already been made. When the Count died several years later and an inquiry was made into his money, his
business practices so horrified Claire that she renounced all her claims to his money. The Marquis De
Bellegarde

The late father of Claire, Valentin, and Urbain, and late husband of the Marquise. The handsome,
eloquent, and sympathetic Marquis is reflected in Valentin and Claire just as the ruthless Marquise is
reflected in Urbain. When the Marquis refused to allow Claire to marry to the wealthy but unsavory Comte
de Cintré, his wife and eldest son murdered him at the family estate at Fleurières. Mrs. Catherine Bread An old British nurse, formerly the maid the Marquise when she was still living in England as the Lady
Atheling. Mrs. Bread is thin, pale, and thoroughly English, standing straight and perpetually dressed in
black. She helped to raise Valentin and Claire, loves them fiercely, and embraces Newman as someone
who can give her beloved charges a chance at happiness. Mrs. Bread is honest, decent, observant,
discreet, and completely trustworthy, and is also the only noncomplicit witness to the Marquis' murder.
Monsieur Nioche
Noémie's father, an old, minor aristocrat who has fallen on bad times. M. Nioche has the manners but not
the means of the higher classes, feeling miserable and ruined after having lost his small fortune. Noémie
continually harangues him after years of having been cuckolded by his wife. Nioche's decent forlornness
appeals to Newman's democratic instincts, and indeed all the help Newman gives Noémie is meant not for
her directly but to assuage her father's fears. Newman's attempts ultimately prove futile, however, as
Nioche becomes progressively more bitter and resentful of his petty, prodigious and increasingly popular
daughter. The Duchess (Madame D'Outreville)
A very fat heiress whom Urbain introduces to Newman as the greatest lady in France. The Duchess is
opulent and good-spirited, a master of the conversational arts. When Newman decides to spill the
Bellegardes' secret, he goes first to the Duchess, but is so turned off by her impenetrable wall of
saccharine bon mots that he leaves abruptly without disclosing his reason for coming. Lord Deepmere
Valentin, Claire, and Urbain's seventh cousin, an extremely rich heir to sizable estates in England and
Ireland. At thirty-three, Deepmere is young, artless, and fairly simple. Though he enjoys Paris and London,
he is a selfavowed Irishman lacking the subtlety, ruthless ambition, or real social
sophistication of his relatives the Bellegardes. The elder Bellegardes are thrilled with Deepmere, hoping
that he will marry Claire and allow them access to his
non-commercial fortunes. His lack of sophistication borders on naïve honesty, as
when Madame de Bellegarde tries to persuade him to steal Claire from Newman and he immediately tells
Claire everything. Deepmere's attitude it also implies childish pleasure and convenient forgetfulness, as
when he consorts unashamedly with Noémie several months after she causes the death of his cousin
Valentin. Stanislas Kapp
A large, ruddy brewer's son from Strasbourg who insults Valentin's honor by stealing his place in
Noémie's opera box at a performance of Don Giovanni. The men trade insults and eventually agree to a
duel. Though Kapp is not a good shot, he manages to mortally wound Valentin below the heart on the
second firing. Benjamin Babcock
A Unitarian minister from Massachusetts with whom Newman falls into a tacit traveler's partnership
during his tour of Europe in the summer of 1868. Babcock is nervous, pious, and overly concerned with the
gravity of life and art, living mainly on Graham bread and hominy. He is acutely worried by Europe, hating
its oddities, impurities, and impieties but somehow feeling that it is more deeply and richly beautiful than
his own feral homeland. Babcock's ambiguity is reflected in his relationship with Newman, whom he
admires as one of nature's supermen even as he rejects Newman's enjoyment of simple and sensual
pleasures. Madame Dandelard -

A pretty, childlike Italian woman who has obtained a divorce from her abusive husband and fled to Paris.
Mme. Dandelard now lives hand-to-mouth in the city,
perpetually looking for an apartment and relying on the kindness of others. Valentin is sure that her story
will end badly, as divorced, pretty, penniless
women in nineteenth-century Paris have little choice other than prostitution. Though Valentin neither
helps nor hurts Mme. Dandelard, he keeps in touch with
her to satisfy his morbid curiosity about just how long her descent will take. Monsieur Ledoux
One of two friends of Valentin's who act for him in the duel against Stanislas Kapp. Ledoux, the nephew of
a distinguished Ultramontane bishop, met Valentin when they fought together in the Pontifical Zouaves.
He meets Newman at the Geneva train station to take him to Valentin's deathbed, and irritates Newman
with his premature eulogies the following morning. Monsieur De Grosjoyaux The second of two friends acting for Valentin in the duel against Kapp. Grosjoyaux is a stout, fair man, with
whom Newman occasionally sees Valentin in Paris. Note: This book is brought to you by Ashok
Kumar Strictly for personal use, do not use this file for commercial purposes. Chapter 1

On a brilliant day in May, in the year 1868, a gentleman was reclining at his ease on the great
circular divan which at that period occupied the centre of the Salon Carre, in the Museum of the
Louvre. This commodious ottoman has since been removed, to the extreme regret of all
weak-kneed lovers of the fine arts, but the gentleman in question had taken serene possession of
its softest spot, and, with his head thrown back and his legs outstretched, was staring at Murillo's
beautiful moon-borne Madonna in profound enjoyment of his posture. He had removed his hat,
and flung down beside him a little red guide-book and an opera-glass. The day was warm; he was
heated with walking, and he repeatedly passed his handkerchief over his forehead, with a
somewhat wearied gesture. And yet he was evidently not a man to whom fatigue was familiar;
long, lean, and muscular, he suggested the sort of vigor that is commonly known as "toughness."
But his exertions on this particular day had been of an unwonted sort, and he had performed great
physical feats which left him less jaded than his tranquil stroll through the Louvre. He had looked
out all the pictures to which an asterisk was affixed in those formidable pages of fine print in his
Badeker; his attention had been strained and his eyes dazzled, and he had sat down with an
aesthetic headache. He had looked, moreover, not only at all the pictures, but at all the copies that
were going forward around them, in the hands of those innumerable young women in
irreproachable toilets who devote themselves, in France, to the propagation of masterpieces, and
if the truth must be told, he had often admired the copy much more than the original. His
physiognomy would have sufficiently indicated that he was a shrewd and capable fellow, and in
truth he had often sat up all night over a bristling bundle of accounts, and heard the cock crow
without a yawn. But Raphael and Titian and Rubens were a new kind of arithmetic, and they
inspired our friend, for the first time in his life, with a vague self-mistrust.
An observer with anything of an eye for national types would have had no difficulty in determining
the local origin of this undeveloped connoisseur, and indeed such an observer might have felt a
certain humorous relish of the almost ideal completeness with which he filled out the national
mould. The gentleman on the divan was a powerful specimen of an American. But he was not only
a fine American; he was in the first place, physically, a fine man. He appeared to possess that kind
of health and strength which, when found in perfection, are the most impressive—the physical
capital which the owner does nothing to "keep up." If he was a muscular Christian, it was quite
without knowing it. If it was necessary to walk to a remote spot, he walked, but he had never

known himself to "exercise." He had no theory with regard to cold bathing or the use of Indian
clubs; he was neither an oarsman, a rifleman, nor a fencer—he had never had time for these
amusements—and he was quite unaware that the saddle is recommended for certain forms of
indigestion. He was by inclination a temperate man; but he had supped the night before his visit to
the Louvre at the Cafe Anglais—some one had told him it was an experience not to be omitted—
and he had slept none the less the sleep of the just. His usual attitude and carriage were of a
rather relaxed and lounging kind, but when under a special inspiration, he straightened himself,
he looked like a grenadier on parade. He never smoked. He had been assured—such things are
said—that cigars were excellent for the health, and he was quite capable of believing it; but he
knew as little about tobacco as about homeopathy. He had a very well-formed head, with a
shapely, symmetrical balance of the frontal and the occipital development, and a good deal of
straight, rather dry brown hair. His complexion was brown, and his nose had a bold well-marked
arch. His eye was of a clear, cold gray, and save for a rather abundant mustache he was
clean-shaved. He had the flat jaw and sinewy neck which are frequent in the American type; but
the traces of national origin are a matter of expression even more than of feature, and it was in
this respect that our friend's countenance was supremely eloquent. The discriminating observer
we have been supposing might, however, perfectly have measured its expressiveness, and yet
have been at a loss to describe it. It had that typical vagueness which is not vacuity, that blankness
which is not simplicity, that look of being committed to nothing in particular, of standing in an
attitude of general hospitality to the chances of life, of being very much at one's own disposal so
characteristic of many American faces. It was our friend's eye that chiefly told his story; an eye in
which innocence and experience were singularly blended. It was full of contradictory suggestions,
and though it was by no means the glowing orb of a hero of romance, you could find in it almost
anything you looked for. Frigid and yet friendly, frank yet cautious, shrewd yet credulous, positive
yet skeptical, confident yet shy, extremely intelligent and extremely good-humored, there was
something vaguely defiant in its concessions, and something profoundly reassuring in its reserve.
The cut of this gentleman's mustache, with the two premature wrinkles in the cheek above it, and
the fashion of his garments, in which an exposed shirt-front and a cerulean cravat played perhaps
an obtrusive part, completed the conditions of his identity. We have approached him, perhaps, at a
not especially favorable moment; he is by no means sitting for his portrait. But listless as he
lounges there, rather baffled on the aesthetic question, and guilty of the damning fault (as we
have lately discovered it to be) of confounding the merit of the artist with that of his work (for he
admires the squinting Madonna of the young lady with the boyish coiffure, because he thinks the
young lady herself uncommonly taking), he is a sufficiently promising acquaintance. Decision,
salubrity, jocosity, prosperity, seem to hover within his call; he is evidently a practical man, but the
idea in his case, has undefined and mysterious boundaries, which invite the imagination to bestir
itself on his behalf.
As the little copyist proceeded with her work, she sent every now and then a responsive glance
toward her admirer. The cultivation of the fine arts appeared to necessitate, to her mind, a great
deal of byplay, a great standing off with folded arms and head drooping from side to side, stroking
of a dimpled chin with a dimpled hand, sighing and frowning and patting of the foot, fumbling in
disordered tresses for wandering hair-pins. These performances were accompanied by a restless
glance, which lingered longer than elsewhere upon the gentleman we have described. At last he
rose abruptly, put on his hat, and approached the young lady. He placed himself before her picture
and looked at it for some moments, during which she pretended to be quite unconscious of his
inspection. Then, addressing her with the single word which constituted the strength of his French
vocabulary, and holding up one finger in a manner which appeared to him to illuminate his
meaning, "Combien?" he abruptly demanded.
The artist stared a moment, gave a little pout, shrugged her shoulders, put down her palette and
brushes, and stood rubbing her hands.

"How much?" said our friend, in English. "Combien?"
"Monsieur wishes to buy it?" asked the young lady in French.
"Very pretty, splendide. Combien?" repeated the American.
"It pleases monsieur, my little picture? It's a very beautiful subject," said the young lady.
"The Madonna, yes; I am not a Catholic, but I want to buy it. Combien? Write it here." And he took
a pencil from his pocket and showed her the fly-leaf of his guide-book. She stood looking at him
and scratching her chin with the pencil. "Is it not for sale?" he asked. And as she still stood
reflecting, and looking at him with an eye which, in spite of her desire to treat this avidity of
patronage as a very old story, betrayed an almost touching incredulity, he was afraid he had
offended her. She simply trying to look indifferent, and wondering how far she might go. "I
haven't made a mistake—pas insulte, no?" her interlocutor continued. "Don't you understand a
little English?"
The young lady's aptitude for playing a part at short notice was remarkable. She fixed him with
her conscious, perceptive eye and asked him if he spoke no French. Then, "Donnez!" she said
briefly, and took the open guide-book. In the upper corner of the fly-leaf she traced a number, in a
minute and extremely neat hand. Then she handed back the book and took up her palette again.
Our friend read the number: "2,000 francs." He said nothing for a time, but stood looking at the
picture, while the copyist began actively to dabble with her paint. "For a copy, isn't that a good
deal?" he asked at last. "Pas beaucoup?"
The young lady raised her eyes from her palette, scanned him from head to foot, and alighted
with admirable sagacity upon exactly the right answer. "Yes, it's a good deal. But my copy has
remarkable qualities, it is worth nothing less."
The gentleman in whom we are interested understood no French, but I have said he was
intelligent, and here is a good chance to prove it. He apprehended, by a natural instinct, the
meaning of the young woman's phrase, and it gratified him to think that she was so honest.
Beauty, talent, virtue; she combined everything! "But you must finish it," he said. "FINISH, you
know;" and he pointed to the unpainted hand of the figure.
"Oh, it shall be finished in perfection; in the perfection of perfections!" cried mademoiselle; and to
confirm her promise, she deposited a rosy blotch in the middle of the Madonna's cheek.
But the American frowned. "Ah, too red, too red!" he rejoined. "Her complexion," pointing to the
Murillo, "is—more delicate."
"Delicate? Oh, it shall be delicate, monsieur; delicate as Sevres biscuit. I am going to tone that
down; I know all the secrets of my art. And where will you allow us to send it to you? Your
address?"
"My address? Oh yes!" And the gentleman drew a card from his pocket-book and wrote something
upon it. Then hesitating a moment he said, "If I don't like it when it it's finished, you know, I shall
not be obliged to take it."
The young lady seemed as good a guesser as himself. "Oh, I am very sure that monsieur is not
capricious," she said with a roguish smile.

"Capricious?" And at this monsieur began to laugh. "Oh no, I'm not capricious. I am very faithful. I
am very constant. Comprenez?"
"Monsieur is constant; I understand perfectly. It's a rare virtue. To recompense you, you shall have
your picture on the first possible day; next week—as soon as it is dry. I will take the card of
monsieur." And she took it and read his name: "Christopher Newman." Then she tried to repeat it
aloud, and laughed at her bad accent. "Your English names are so droll!"
"Droll?" said Mr. Newman, laughing too. "Did you ever hear of Christopher Columbus?"
"Bien sur! He invented America; a very great man. And is he your patron?"
"My patron?"
"Your patron-saint, in the calendar."
"Oh, exactly; my parents named me for him."
"Monsieur is American?"
"Don't you see it?" monsieur inquired.
"And you mean to carry my little picture away over there?" and she explained her phrase with a
gesture.
"Oh, I mean to buy a great many pictures—beaucoup, beaucoup," said Christopher Newman.
"The honor is not less for me," the young lady answered, "for I am sure monsieur has a great deal
of taste."
"But you must give me your card," Newman said; "your card, you know."
The young lady looked severe for an instant, and then said, "My father will wait upon you."
But this time Mr. Newman's powers of divination were at fault. "Your card, your address," he
simply repeated.
"My address?" said mademoiselle. Then with a little shrug, "Happily for you, you are an American!
It is the first time I ever gave my card to a gentleman." And, taking from her pocket a rather greasy
porte-monnaie, she extracted from it a small glazed visiting card, and presented the latter to her
patron. It was neatly inscribed in pencil, with a great many flourishes, "Mlle. Noemie Nioche." But
Mr. Newman, unlike his companion, read the name with perfect gravity; all French names to him
were equally droll.
"And precisely, here is my father, who has come to escort me home," said Mademoiselle Noemie.
"He speaks English. He will arrange with you." And she turned to welcome a little old gentleman
who came shuffling up, peering over his spectacles at Newman.
M. Nioche wore a glossy wig, of an unnatural color which overhung his little meek, white, vacant
face, and left it hardly more expressive than the unfeatured block upon which these articles are
displayed in the barber's window. He was an exquisite image of shabby gentility. His scant ill-made
coat, desperately brushed, his darned gloves, his highly polished boots, his rusty, shapely hat, told
the story of a person who had "had losses" and who clung to the spirit of nice habits even though

the letter had been hopelessly effaced. Among other things M. Nioche had lost courage. Adversity
had not only ruined him, it had frightened him, and he was evidently going through his remnant of
life on tiptoe, for fear of waking up the hostile fates. If this strange gentleman was saying anything
improper to his daughter, M. Nioche would entreat him huskily, as a particular favor, to forbear;
but he would admit at the same time that he was very presumptuous to ask for particular favors.
"Monsieur has bought my picture," said Mademoiselle Noemie. "When it's finished you'll carry it
to him in a cab."
"In a cab!" cried M. Nioche; and he stared, in a bewildered way, as if he had seen the sun rising at
midnight.
"Are you the young lady's father?" said Newman. "I think she said you speak English."
"Speak English—yes," said the old man slowly rubbing his hands. "I will bring it in a cab."
"Say something, then," cried his daughter. "Thank him a little—not too much."
"A little, my daughter, a little?" said M. Nioche perplexed. "How much?"
"Two thousand!" said Mademoiselle Noemie. "Don't make a fuss or he'll take back his word."
"Two thousand!" cried the old man, and he began to fumble for his snuff-box. He looked at
Newman from head to foot; he looked at his daughter and then at the picture. "Take care you don't
spoil it!" he cried almost sublimely.
"We must go home," said Mademoiselle Noemie. "This is a good day's work. Take care how you
carry it!" And she began to put up her utensils.
"How can I thank you?" said M. Nioche. "My English does not suffice."
"I wish I spoke French as well," said Newman, good-naturedly. "Your daughter is very clever."
"Oh, sir!" and M. Nioche looked over his spectacles with tearful eyes and nodded several times
with a world of sadness. "She has had an education—tressuperieure! Nothing was spared. Lessons
in pastel at ten francs the lesson, lessons in oil at twelve francs. I didn't look at the francs then.
She's an artiste, ah!"
"Do I understand you to say that you have had reverses?" asked Newman.
"Reverses? Oh, sir, misfortunes—terrible."
"Unsuccessful in business, eh?"
"Very unsuccessful, sir."
"Oh, never fear, you'll get on your legs again," said Newman cheerily.
The old man drooped his head on one side and looked at him with an expression of pain, as if this
were an unfeeling jest.
"What does he say?" demanded Mademoiselle Noemie.

M. Nioche took a pinch of snuff. "He says I will make my fortune again."
"Perhaps he will help you. And what else?"
"He says thou art very clever."
"It is very possible. You believe it yourself, my father?"
"Believe it, my daughter? With this evidence!" And the old man turned afresh, with a staring,
wondering homage, to the audacious daub on the easel.
"Ask him, then, if he would not like to learn French."
"To learn French?"
"To take lessons."
"To take lessons, my daughter? From thee?"
"From you!"
"From me, my child? How should I give lessons?"
"Pas de raisons! Ask him immediately!" said Mademoiselle Noemie, with soft brevity.
M. Nioche stood aghast, but under his daughter's eye he collected his wits, and, doing his best to
assume an agreeable smile, he executed her commands. "Would it please you to receive
instruction in our beautiful language?" he inquired, with an appealing quaver.
"To study French?" asked Newman, staring.
M. Nioche pressed his finger-tips together and slowly raised his shoulders. "A little conversation!"
"Conversation—that's it!" murmured Mademoiselle Noemie, who had caught the word. "The
conversation of the best society."
"Our French conversation is famous, you know," M. Nioche ventured to continue. "It's a great
talent."
"But isn't it awfully difficult?" asked Newman, very simply.
"Not to a man of esprit, like monsieur, an admirer of beauty in every form!" and M. Nioche cast a
significant glance at his daughter's Madonna.
"I can't fancy myself chattering French!" said Newman with a laugh. "And yet, I suppose that the
more a man knows the better."
"Monsieur expresses that very happily. Helas, oui!"
"I suppose it would help me a great deal, knocking about Paris, to know the language."
"Ah, there are so many things monsieur must want to say: difficult things!"

"Everything I want to say is difficult. But you give lessons?"
Poor M. Nioche was embarrassed; he smiled more appealingly. "I am not a regular professor," he
admitted. "I can't nevertheless tell him that I'm a professor," he said to his daughter.
"Tell him it's a very exceptional chance," answered Mademoiselle Noemie; "an homme du
monde—one gentleman conversing with another! Remember what you are—what you have
been!"
"A teacher of languages in neither case! Much more formerly and much less to-day! And if he asks
the price of the lessons?"
"He won't ask it," said Mademoiselle Noemie.
"What he pleases, I may say?"
"Never! That's bad style."
"If he asks, then?"
Mademoiselle Noemie had put on her bonnet and was tying the ribbons. She smoothed them out,
with her soft little chin thrust forward. "Ten francs," she said quickly.
"Oh, my daughter! I shall never dare."
"Don't dare, then! He won't ask till the end of the lessons, and then I will make out the bill."
M. Nioche turned to the confiding foreigner again, and stood rubbing his hands, with an air of
seeming to plead guilty which was not intenser only because it was habitually so striking. It never
occurred to Newman to ask him for a guarantee of his skill in imparting instruction; he supposed
of course M. Nioche knew his own language, and his appealing forlornness was quite the
perfection of what the American, for vague reasons, had always associated with all elderly
foreigners of the lesson-giving class. Newman had never reflected upon philological processes. His
chief impression with regard to ascertaining those mysterious correlatives of his familiar English
vocables which were current in this extraordinary city of Paris was, that it was simply a matter of a
good deal of unwonted and rather ridiculous muscular effort on his own part. "How did you learn
English?" he asked of the old man.
"When I was young, before my miseries. Oh, I was wide awake, then. My father was a great
commercant; he placed me for a year in a counting-house in England. Some of it stuck to me; but I
have forgotten!"
"How much French can I learn in a month?"
"What does he say?" asked Mademoiselle Noemie.
M. Nioche explained.
"He will speak like an angel!" said his daughter.
But the native integrity which had been vainly exerted to secure M. Nioche's commercial
prosperity flickered up again. "Dame, monsieur!" he answered. "All I can teach you!" And then,
recovering himself at a sign from his daughter, "I will wait upon you at your hotel."

"Oh yes, I should like to learn French," Newman went on, with democratic confidingness. "Hang
me if I should ever have thought of it! I took for granted it was impossible. But if you learned my
language, why shouldn't I learn yours?" and his frank, friendly laugh drew the sting from the jest.
"Only, if we are going to converse, you know, you must think of something cheerful to converse
about."
"You are very good, sir; I am overcome!" said M. Nioche, throwing out his hands. "But you have
cheerfulness and happiness for two!"
"Oh no," said Newman more seriously. "You must be bright and lively; that's part of the bargain."
M. Nioche bowed, with his hand on his heart. "Very well, sir; you have already made me lively."
"Come and bring me my picture then; I will pay you for it, and we will talk about that. That will be
a cheerful subject!"
Mademoiselle Noemie had collected her accessories, and she gave the precious Madonna in
charge to her father, who retreated backwards out of sight, holding it at arm's-length and
reiterating his obeisance. The young lady gathered her shawl about her like a perfect Parisienne,
and it was with the smile of a Parisienne that she took leave of her patron. Chapter 2

He wandered back to the divan and seated himself on the other side, in view of the great canvas
on which Paul Veronese had depicted the marriage-feast of Cana. Wearied as he was he found the
picture entertaining; it had an illusion for him; it satisfied his conception, which was ambitious, of
what a splendid banquet should be. In the left-hand corner of the picture is a young woman with
yellow tresses confined in a golden head-dress; she is bending forward and listening, with the
smile of a charming woman at a dinner-party, to her neighbor. Newman detected her in the
crowd, admired her, and perceived that she too had her votive copyist—a young man with his hair
standing on end. Suddenly he became conscious of the germ of the mania of the "collector;" he
had taken the first step; why should he not go on? It was only twenty minutes before that he had
bought the first picture of his life, and now he was already thinking of art-patronage as a
fascinating pursuit. His reflections quickened his good-humor, and he was on the point of
approaching the young man with another "Combien?" Two or three facts in this relation are
noticeable, although the logical chain which connects them may seem imperfect. He knew
Mademoiselle Nioche had asked too much; he bore her no grudge for doing so, and he was
determined to pay the young man exactly the proper sum. At this moment, however, his attention
was attracted by a gentleman who had come from another part of the room and whose manner
was that of a stranger to the gallery, although he was equipped with neither guide-book nor
opera-glass. He carried a white sun-umbrella, lined with blue silk, and he strolled in front of the
Paul Veronese, vaguely looking at it, but much too near to see anything but the grain of the
canvas. Opposite to Christopher Newman he paused and turned, and then our friend, who had
been observing him, had a chance to verify a suspicion aroused by an imperfect view of his face.
The result of this larger scrutiny was that he presently sprang to his feet, strode across the room,
and, with an outstretched hand, arrested the gentleman with the blue-lined umbrella. The latter
stared, but put out his hand at a venture. He was corpulent and rosy, and though his countenance,
which was ornamented with a beautiful flaxen beard, carefully divided in the middle and brushed
outward at the sides, was not remarkable for intensity of expression, he looked like a person who
would willingly shake hands with any one. I know not what Newman thought of his face, but he
found a want of response in his grasp.
"Oh, come, come," he said, laughing; "don't say, now, you don't know me—if I have NOT got a

white parasol!"
The sound of his voice quickened the other's memory, his face expanded to its fullest capacity, and
he also broke into a laugh. "Why, Newman—I'll be blowed! Where in the world—I declare—who
would have thought? You know you have changed."
"You haven't!" said Newman.
"Not for the better, no doubt. When did you get here?"
"Three days ago."
"Why didn't you let me know?"
"I had no idea YOU were here."
"I have been here these six years."
"It must be eight or nine since we met."
"Something of that sort. We were very young."
"It was in St. Louis, during the war. You were in the army."
"Oh no, not I! But you were."
"I believe I was."
"You came out all right?"
"I came out with my legs and arms—and with satisfaction. All that seems very far away."
"And how long have you been in Europe?"
"Seventeen days."
"First time?"
"Yes, very much so."
"Made your everlasting fortune?"
Christopher Newman was silent a moment, and then with a tranquil smile he answered, "Yes."
"And come to Paris to spend it, eh?"
"Well, we shall see. So they carry those parasols here—the menfolk?"
"Of course they do. They're great things. They understand comfort out here."
"Where do you buy them?"
"Anywhere, everywhere."

"Well, Tristram, I'm glad to get hold of you. You can show me the ropes. I suppose you know Paris
inside out."
Mr. Tristram gave a mellow smile of self-gratulation. "Well, I guess there are not many men that
can show me much. I'll take care of you."
"It's a pity you were not here a few minutes ago. I have just bought a picture. You might have put
the thing through for me."
"Bought a picture?" said Mr. Tristram, looking vaguely round at the walls. "Why, do they sell
them?"
"I mean a copy."
"Oh, I see. These," said Mr. Tristram, nodding at the Titians and Vandykes, "these, I suppose, are
originals."
"I hope so," cried Newman. "I don't want a copy of a copy."
"Ah," said Mr. Tristram, mysteriously, "you can never tell. They imitate, you know, so deucedly
well. It's like the jewelers, with their false stones. Go into the Palais Royal, there; you see
'Imitation' on half the windows. The law obliges them to stick it on, you know; but you can't tell the
things apart. To tell the truth," Mr. Tristram continued, with a wry face, "I don't do much in
pictures. I leave that to my wife."
"Ah, you have got a wife?"
"Didn't I mention it? She's a very nice woman; you must know her. She's up there in the Avenue
d'Iena."
"So you are regularly fixed—house and children and all."
"Yes, a tip-top house and a couple of youngsters."
"Well," said Christopher Newman, stretching his arms a little, with a sigh, "I envy you."
"Oh no! you don't!" answered Mr. Tristram, giving him a little poke with his parasol.
"I beg your pardon; I do!"
"Well, you won't, then, when—when—"
"You don't certainly mean when I have seen your establishment?"
"When you have seen Paris, my boy. You want to be your own master here."
"Oh, I have been my own master all my life, and I'm tired of it."
"Well, try Paris. How old are you?"
"Thirty-six."
"C'est le bel age, as they say here."

"What does that mean?"
"It means that a man shouldn't send away his plate till he has eaten his fill."
"All that? I have just made arrangements to take French lessons."
"Oh, you don't want any lessons. You'll pick it up. I never took any."
"I suppose you speak French as well as English?"
"Better!" said Mr. Tristram, roundly. "It's a splendid language. You can say all sorts of bright
things in it."
"But I suppose," said Christopher Newman, with an earnest desire for information, "that you must
be bright to begin with."
"Not a bit; that's just the beauty of it."
The two friends, as they exchanged these remarks, had remained standing where they met, and
leaning against the rail which protected the pictures. Mr. Tristram at last declared that he was
overcome with fatigue and should be happy to sit down. Newman recommended in the highest
terms the great divan on which he had been lounging, and they prepared to seat themselves. "This
is a great place; isn't it?" said Newman, with ardor.
"Great place, great place. Finest thing in the world." And then, suddenly, Mr. Tristram hesitated
and looked about him. "I suppose they won't let you smoke here."
Newman stared. "Smoke? I'm sure I don't know. You know the regulations better than I."
"I? I never was here before!"
"Never! in six years?"
"I believe my wife dragged me here once when we first came to Paris, but I never found my way
back."
"But you say you know Paris so well!"
"I don't call this Paris!" cried Mr. Tristram, with assurance. "Come; let's go over to the Palais Royal
and have a smoke."
"I don't smoke," said Newman.
"A drink, then."
And Mr. Tristram led his companion away. They passed through the glorious halls of the Louvre,
down the staircases, along the cool, dim galleries of sculpture, and out into the enormous court.
Newman looked about him as he went, but he made no comments, and it was only when they at
last emerged into the open air that he said to his friend, "It seems to me that in your place I should
have come here once a week."
"Oh, no you wouldn't!" said Mr. Tristram. "You think so, but you wouldn't. You wouldn't have had
time. You would always mean to go, but you never would go. There's better fun than that, here in

Paris. Italy's the place to see pictures; wait till you get there. There you have to go; you can't do
anything else. It's an awful country; you can't get a decent cigar. I don't know why I went in there,
to-day; I was strolling along, rather hard up for amusement. I sort of noticed the Louvre as I
passed, and I thought I would go in and see what was going on. But if I hadn't found you there I
should have felt rather sold. Hang it, I don't care for pictures; I prefer the reality!" And Mr. Tristram
tossed off this happy formula with an assurance which the numerous class of persons suffering
from an overdose of "culture" might have envied him.
The two gentlemen proceeded along the Rue de Rivoli and into the Palais Royal, where they
seated themselves at one of the little tables stationed at the door of the cafe which projects into
the great open quadrangle. The place was filled with people, the fountains were spouting, a band
was playing, clusters of chairs were gathered beneath all the lime-trees, and buxom, white-capped
nurses, seated along the benches, were offering to their infant charges the amplest facilities for
nutrition. There was an easy, homely gayety in the whole scene, and Christopher Newman felt that
it was most characteristically Parisian.
"And now," began Mr. Tristram, when they had tested the decoction which he had caused to be
served to them, "now just give an account of yourself. What are your ideas, what are your plans,
where have you come from and where are you going? In the first place, where are you staying?"
"At the Grand Hotel," said Newman.
Mr. Tristram puckered his plump visage. "That won't do! You must change."
"Change?" demanded Newman. "Why, it's the finest hotel I ever was in."
"You don't want a 'fine' hotel; you want something small and quiet and elegant, where your bell is
answered and you—your person is recognized."
"They keep running to see if I have rung before I have touched the bell," said Newman "and as for
my person they are always bowing and scraping to it."
"I suppose you are always tipping them. That's very bad style."
"Always? By no means. A man brought me something yesterday, and then stood loafing in a
beggarly manner. I offered him a chair and asked him if he wouldn't sit down. Was that bad style?"
"Very!"
"But he bolted, instantly. At any rate, the place amuses me. Hang your elegance, if it bores me. I
sat in the court of the Grand Hotel last night until two o'clock in the morning, watching the coming
and going, and the people knocking about."
"You're easily pleased. But you can do as you choose—a man in your shoes. You have made a pile
of money, eh?"
"I have made enough"
"Happy the man who can say that? Enough for what?"
"Enough to rest awhile, to forget the confounded thing, to look about me, to see the world, to
have a good time, to improve my mind, and, if the fancy takes me, to marry a wife." Newman
spoke slowly, with a certain dryness of accent and with frequent pauses. This was his habitual

mode of utterance, but it was especially marked in the words I have just quoted.
"Jupiter! There's a programme!" cried Mr. Tristram. "Certainly, all that takes money, especially the
wife; unless indeed she gives it, as mine did. And what's the story? How have you done it?"
Newman had pushed his hat back from his forehead, folded his arms, and stretched his legs. He
listened to the music, he looked about him at the bustling crowd, at the plashing fountains, at the
nurses and the babies. "I have worked!" he answered at last.
Tristram looked at him for some moments, and allowed his placid eyes to measure his friend's
generous longitude and rest upon his comfortably contemplative face. "What have you worked
at?" he asked.
"Oh, at several things."
"I suppose you're a smart fellow, eh?"
Newman continued to look at the nurses and babies; they imparted to the scene a kind of
primordial, pastoral simplicity. "Yes," he said at last, "I suppose I am." And then, in answer to his
companion's inquiries, he related briefly his history since their last meeting. It was an intensely
Western story, and it dealt with enterprises which it will be needless to introduce to the reader in
detail. Newman had come out of the war with a brevet of brigadier-general, an honor which in this
case—without invidious comparisons—had lighted upon shoulders amply competent to bear it.
But though he could manage a fight, when need was, Newman heartily disliked the business; his
four years in the army had left him with an angry, bitter sense of the waste of precious things—life
and time and money and "smartness" and the early freshness of purpose; and he had addressed
himself to the pursuits of peace with passionate zest and energy. He was of course as penniless
when he plucked off his shoulder-straps as when he put them on, and the only capital at his
disposal was his dogged resolution and his lively perception of ends and means. Exertion and
action were as natural to him as respiration; a more completely healthy mortal had never trod the
elastic soil of the West. His experience, moreover, was as wide as his capacity; when he was
fourteen years old, necessity had taken him by his slim young shoulders and pushed him into the
street, to earn that night's supper. He had not earned it but he had earned the next night's, and
afterwards, whenever he had had none, it was because he had gone without it to use the money
for something else, a keener pleasure or a finer profit. He had turned his hand, with his brain in it,
to many things; he had been enterprising, in an eminent sense of the term; he had been
adventurous and even reckless, and he had known bitter failure as well as brilliant success; but he
was a born experimentalist, and he had always found something to enjoy in the pressure of
necessity, even when it was as irritating as the haircloth shirt of the mediaeval monk. At one time
failure seemed inexorably his portion; ill-luck became his bed-fellow, and whatever he touched he
turned, not to gold, but to ashes. His most vivid conception of a supernatural element in the
world's affairs had come to him once when this pertinacity of misfortune was at its climax; there
seemed to him something stronger in life than his own will. But the mysterious something could
only be the devil, and he was accordingly seized with an intense personal enmity to this
impertinent force. He had known what it was to have utterly exhausted his credit, to be unable to
raise a dollar, and to find himself at nightfall in a strange city, without a penny to mitigate its
strangeness. It was under these circumstances that he made his entrance into San Francisco, the
scene, subsequently, of his happiest strokes of fortune. If he did not, like Dr. Franklin in
Philadelphia, march along the street munching a pennyloaf, it was only because he had not the
penny-loaf necessary to the performance. In his darkest days he had had but one simple, practical
impulse— the desire, as he would have phrased it, to see the thing through. He did so at last,
buffeted his way into smooth waters, and made money largely. It must be admitted, rather
nakedly, that Christopher Newman's sole aim in life had been to make money; what he had been

placed in the world for was, to his own perception, simply to wrest a fortune, the bigger the better,
from defiant opportunity. This idea completely filled his horizon and satisfied his imagination.
Upon the uses of money, upon what one might do with a life into which one had succeeded in
injecting the golden stream, he had up to his thirtyfifth year very scantily reflected. Life had been
for him an open game, and he had played for high stakes. He had won at last and carried off his
winnings; and now what was he to do with them? He was a man to whom, sooner or later, the
question was sure to present itself, and the answer to it belongs to our story. A vague sense that
more answers were possible than his philosophy had hitherto dreamt of had already taken
possession of him, and it seemed softly and agreeably to deepen as he lounged in this brilliant
corner of Paris with his friend.
"I must confess," he presently went on, "that here I don't feel at all smart. My remarkable talents
seem of no use. I feel as simple as a little child, and a little child might take me by the hand and
lead me about."
"Oh, I'll be your little child," said Tristram, jovially; "I'll take you by the hand. Trust yourself to me."
"I am a good worker," Newman continued, "but I rather think I am a poor loafer. I have come
abroad to amuse myself, but I doubt whether I know how."
"Oh, that's easily learned."
"Well, I may perhaps learn it, but I am afraid I shall never do it by rote. I have the best will in the
world about it, but my genius doesn't lie in that direction. As a loafer I shall never be original, as I
take it that you are."
"Yes," said Tristram, "I suppose I am original; like all those immoral pictures in the Louvre."
"Besides," Newman continued, "I don't want to work at pleasure, any more than I played at work.
I want to take it easily. I feel deliciously lazy, and I should like to spend six months as I am now,
sitting under a tree and listening to a band. There's only one thing; I want to hear some good
music."
"Music and pictures! Lord, what refined tastes! You are what my wife calls intellectual. I ain't, a bit.
But we can find something better for you to do than to sit under a tree. To begin with, you must
come to the club."
"What club?"
"The Occidental. You will see all the Americans there; all the best of them, at least. Of course you
play poker?"
"Oh, I say," cried Newman, with energy, "you are not going to lock me up in a club and stick me
down at a card-table! I haven't come all this way for that."
"What the deuce HAVE you come for! You were glad enough to play poker in St. Louis, I recollect,
when you cleaned me out."
"I have come to see Europe, to get the best out of it I can. I want to see all the great things, and do
what the clever people do."
"The clever people? Much obliged. You set me down as a blockhead, then?"

Newman was sitting sidewise in his chair, with his elbow on the back and his head leaning on his
hand. Without moving he looked a while at his companion with his dry, guarded, half-inscrutable,
and yet altogether good-natured smile. "Introduce me to your wife!" he said at last.
Tristram bounced about in his chair. "Upon my word, I won't. She doesn't want any help to turn
up her nose at me, nor do you, either!"
"I don't turn up my nose at you, my dear fellow; nor at any one, or anything. I'm not proud, I
assure you I'm not proud. That's why I am willing to take example by the clever people."
"Well, if I'm not the rose, as they say here, I have lived near it. I can show you some clever people,
too. Do you know General Packard? Do you know C. P. Hatch? Do you know Miss Kitty Upjohn?"
"I shall be happy to make their acquaintance; I want to cultivate society."
Tristram seemed restless and suspicious; he eyed his friend askance, and then, "What are you up
to, any way?" he demanded. "Are you going to write a book?"
Christopher Newman twisted one end of his mustache a while, in silence, and at last he made
answer. "One day, a couple of months ago, something very curious happened to me. I had come
on to New York on some important business; it was rather a long story—a question of getting
ahead of another party, in a certain particular way, in the stock-market. This other party had once
played me a very mean trick. I owed him a grudge, I felt awfully savage at the time, and I vowed
that, when I got a chance, I would, figuratively speaking, put his nose out of joint. There was a
matter of some sixty thousand dollars at stake. If I put it out of his way, it was a blow the fellow
would feel, and he really deserved no quarter. I jumped into a hack and went about my business,
and it was in this hack —this immortal, historical hack—that the curious thing I speak of occurred.
It was a hack like any other, only a trifle dirtier, with a greasy line along the top of the drab
cushions, as if it had been used for a great many Irish funerals. It is possible I took a nap; I had
been traveling all night, and though I was excited with my errand, I felt the want of sleep. At all
events I woke up suddenly, from a sleep or from a kind of a reverie, with the most extraordinary
feeling in the world—a mortal disgust for the thing I was going to do. It came upon me like THAT!"
and he snapped his fingers—"as abruptly as an old wound that begins to ache. I couldn't tell the
meaning of it; I only felt that I loathed the whole business and wanted to wash my hands of it. The
idea of losing that sixty thousand dollars, of letting it utterly slide and scuttle and never hearing of
it again, seemed the sweetest thing in the world. And all this took place quite independently of my
will, and I sat watching it as if it were a play at the theatre. I could feel it going on inside of me. You
may depend upon it that there are things going on inside of us that we understand mighty little
about."
"Jupiter! you make my flesh creep!" cried Tristram. "And while you sat in your hack, watching the
play, as you call it, the other man marched in and bagged your sixty thousand dollars?"
"I have not the least idea. I hope so, poor devil! but I never found out. We pulled up in front of the
place I was going to in Wall Street, but I sat still in the carriage, and at last the driver scrambled
down off his seat to see whether his carriage had not turned into a hearse. I couldn't have got out,
any more than if I had been a corpse. What was the matter with me? Momentary idiocy, you'll say.
What I wanted to get out of was Wall Street. I told the man to drive down to the Brooklyn ferry and
to cross over. When we were over, I told him to drive me out into the country. As I had told him
originally to drive for dear life down town, I suppose he thought me insane. Perhaps I was, but in
that case I am insane still. I spent the morning looking at the first green leaves on Long Island. I
was sick of business; I wanted to throw it all up and break off short; I had money enough, or if I
hadn't I ought to have. I seemed to feel a new man inside my old skin, and I longed for a new

world. When you want a thing so very badly you had better treat yourself to it. I didn't understand
the matter, not in the least; but I gave the old horse the bridle and let him find his way. As soon as
I could get out of the game I sailed for Europe. That is how I come to be sitting here."
"You ought to have bought up that hack," said Tristram; "it isn't a safe vehicle to have about. And
you have really sold out, then; you have retired from business?"
"I have made over my hand to a friend; when I feel disposed, I can take up the cards again. I dare
say that a twelvemonth hence the operation will be reversed. The pendulum will swing back again.
I shall be sitting in a gondola or on a dromedary, and all of a sudden I shall want to clear out. But
for the present I am perfectly free. I have even bargained that I am to receive no business letters."
"Oh, it's a real caprice de prince," said Tristram. "I back out; a poor devil like me can't help you to
spend such very magnificent leisure as that. You should get introduced to the crowned heads."
Newman looked at him a moment, and then, with his easy smile, "How does one do it?" he asked.
"Come, I like that!" cried Tristram. "It shows you are in earnest."
"Of course I am in earnest. Didn't I say I wanted the best? I know the best can't be had for mere
money, but I rather think money will do a good deal. In addition, I am willing to take a good deal
of trouble."
"You are not bashful, eh?"
"I haven't the least idea. I want the biggest kind of entertainment a man can get. People, places,
art, nature, everything! I want to see the tallest mountains, and the bluest lakes, and the finest
pictures and the handsomest churches, and the most celebrated men, and the most beautiful
women."
"Settle down in Paris, then. There are no mountains that I know of, and the only lake is in the Bois
du Boulogne, and not particularly blue. But there is everything else: plenty of pictures and
churches, no end of celebrated men, and several beautiful women."
"But I can't settle down in Paris at this season, just as summer is coming on."
"Oh, for the summer go up to Trouville."
"What is Trouville?"
"The French Newport. Half the Americans go."
"Is it anywhere near the Alps?"
"About as near as Newport is to the Rocky Mountains."
"Oh, I want to see Mont Blanc," said Newman, "and Amsterdam, and the Rhine, and a lot of
places. Venice in particular. I have great ideas about Venice."
"Ah," said Mr. Tristram, rising, "I see I shall have to introduce you to my wife!" Chapter 3

He performed this ceremony on the following day, when, by appointment, Christopher Newman
went to dine with him. Mr. and Mrs. Tristram lived behind one of those chalk-colored facades
which decorate with their pompous sameness the broad avenues manufactured by Baron
Haussmann in the neighborhood of the Arc de Triomphe. Their apartment was rich in the modern
conveniences, and Tristram lost no time in calling his visitor's attention to their principal household
treasures, the gas-lamps and the furnace-holes. "Whenever you feel homesick," he said, "you must
come up here. We'll stick you down before a register, under a good big burner, and—" "And you
will soon get over your homesickness," said Mrs. Tristram.
Her husband stared; his wife often had a tone which he found inscrutable he could not tell for his
life whether she was in jest or in earnest. The truth is that circumstances had done much to
cultivate in Mrs. Tristram a marked tendency to irony. Her taste on many points differed from that
of her husband, and though she made frequent concessions it must be confessed that her
concessions were not always graceful. They were founded upon a vague project she had of some
day doing something very positive, something a trifle passionate. What she meant to do she could
by no means have told you; but meanwhile, nevertheless, she was buying a good conscience, by
installments.
It should be added, without delay, to anticipate misconception, that her little scheme of
independence did not definitely involve the assistance of another person, of the opposite sex; she
was not saving up virtue to cover the expenses of a flirtation. For this there were various reasons.
To begin with, she had a very plain face and she was entirely without illusions as to her
appearance. She had taken its measure to a hair's breadth, she knew the worst and the best, she
had accepted herself. It had not been, indeed, without a struggle. As a young girl she had spent
hours with her back to her mirror, crying her eyes out; and later she had from desperation and
bravado adopted the habit of proclaiming herself the most ill-favored of women, in order that she
might—as in common politeness was inevitable—be contradicted and reassured. It was since she
had come to live in Europe that she had begun to take the matter philosophically. Her observation,
acutely exercised here, had suggested to her that a woman's first duty is not to be beautiful, but to
be pleasing, and she encountered so many women who pleased without beauty that she began to
feel that she had discovered her mission. She had once heard an enthusiastic musician, out of
patience with a gifted bungler, declare that a fine voice is really an obstacle to singing properly;
and it occurred to her that it might perhaps be equally true that a beautiful face is an obstacle to
the acquisition of charming manners. Mrs. Tristram, then, undertook to be exquisitely agreeable,
and she brought to the task a really touching devotion. How well she would have succeeded I am
unable to say; unfortunately she broke off in the middle. Her own excuse was the want of
encouragement in her immediate circle. But I am inclined to think that she had not a real genius
for the matter, or she would have pursued the charming art for itself. The poor lady was very
incomplete. She fell back upon the harmonies of the toilet, which she thoroughly understood, and
contented herself with dressing in perfection. She lived in Paris, which she pretended to detest,
because it was only in Paris that one could find things to exactly suit one's complexion. Besides out
of Paris it was always more or less of a trouble to get ten-button gloves. When she railed at this
serviceable city and you asked her where she would prefer to reside, she returned some very
unexpected answer. She would say in Copenhagen, or in Barcelona; having, while making the tour
of Europe, spent a couple of days at each of these places. On the whole, with her poetic furbelows
and her misshapen, intelligent little face, she was, when you knew her, a decidedly interesting
woman. She was naturally shy, and if she had been born a beauty, she would (having no vanity)
probably have remained shy. Now, she was both diffident and importunate; extremely reserved
sometimes with her friends, and strangely expansive with strangers. She despised her husband;
despised him too much, for she had been perfectly at liberty not to marry him. She had been in
love with a clever man who had slighted her, and she had married a fool in the hope that this
thankless wit, reflecting on it, would conclude that she had no appreciation of merit, and that he
had flattered himself in supposing that she cared for his own. Restless, discontented, visionary,

without personal ambitions, but with a certain avidity of imagination, she was, as I have said
before, eminently incomplete. She was full—both for good and for ill—of beginnings that came to
nothing; but she had nevertheless, morally, a spark of the sacred fire.
Newman was fond, under all circumstances, of the society of women, and now that he was out of
his native element and deprived of his habitual interests, he turned to it for compensation. He took
a great fancy to Mrs. Tristram; she frankly repaid it, and after their first meeting he passed a great
many hours in her drawing-room. After two or three talks they were fast friends. Newman's
manner with women was peculiar, and it required some ingenuity on a lady's part to discover that
he admired her. He had no gallantry, in the usual sense of the term; no compliments, no graces,
no speeches. Very fond of what is called chaffing, in his dealings with men, he never found himself
on a sofa beside a member of the softer sex without feeling extremely serious. He was not shy, and
so far as awkwardness proceeds from a struggle with shyness, he was not awkward; grave,
attentive, submissive, often silent, he was simply swimming in a sort of rapture of respect. This
emotion was not at all theoretic, it was not even in a high degree sentimental; he had thought very
little about the "position" of women, and he was not familiar either sympathetically or otherwise,
with the image of a President in petticoats. His attitude was simply the flower of his general
goodnature, and a part of his instinctive and genuinely democratic assumption of every one's right
to lead an easy life. If a shaggy pauper had a right to bed and board and wages and a vote,
women, of course, who were weaker than paupers, and whose physical tissue was in itself an
appeal, should be maintained, sentimentally, at the public expense. Newman was willing to be
taxed for this purpose, largely, in proportion to his means. Moreover, many of the common
traditions with regard to women were with him fresh personal impressions; he had never read a
novel! He had been struck with their acuteness, their subtlety, their tact, their felicity of judgment.
They seemed to him exquisitely organized. If it is true that one must always have in one's work
here below a religion, or at least an ideal, of some sort, Newman found his metaphysical
inspiration in a vague acceptance of final responsibility to some illumined feminine brow.

About a week later, Valentin calls on Newman at home. The two talk late into
the night and soon become fast friends. Valentin explains to Newman that Claire
was married at eighteen, against her will, to the disagreeable old Count de
Cintr&#xe9;. Valentin tried to stop the wedding, but his mother, the Marquise and his
brother, Urbain&#x2014;the imposing older figure who barred Newman's first
visit&#x2014;
coveted the Count's pedigree and fortune. When the Count died and his
questionable business practices were exposed, Claire was so horrified that she
withdrew her claim to his money. The Marquise and Urbain allowed this
withdrawal on the condition that Claire obey them completely for ten years on
every issue but marriage.
Newman tells Valentin that he would like to marry Claire. Valentin promises to
help Newman's cause, out of both friendship and a spirit of mischief. The
following day, Newman calls on Claire and finds her alone. He frankly details
his love, his assets, and his desire to marry her. Fascinated but hesitant, Claire
tells him she has decided not to marry, but agrees to get to know him if he
promises not to speak of marriage for six months.
Delighted by Newman's success, Valentin arranges an audience with the
heads of the family&#x2014;the forbidding Marquise and Urbain&#x2014;later that
week. On
the appointed evening, after some painful small talk, Newman horrifies the
assembled company with a long and candid speech about his poor adolescence
and the makings of his fortune. When the others have left for a ball, Newman
bluntly tells the Marquise that he would like to marry her daughter. After
inquiring with equal frankness about his wealth, the Marquise grudgingly agrees
to consider his proposal.
Several days later, M. Nioche unexpectedly appears at Newman's hotel room,
clearly worried about No&#xe9;mie's antics. Newman decides to visit No&#xe9;mie at
the
Louvre to discern the trouble. He encounters Valentin en route and brings him

along. Valentin, completely charmed by No&#xe9;mie and her ruthless, sublime
ambition, resolves to pursue her. Shortly thereafter, Newman receives an
invitation to dinner at the Bellegarde house. After dinner, Urbain confirms that
the family has decided to accept Newman as a candidate for Claire's hand.
Over the next six weeks Newman comes often to the Bellegarde house, more
than content to haunt Claire's rooms and attend her parties. One afternoon as he
awaits Claire, Newman is approached by Mrs. Bread, the Bellegardes' old
English maid, who secretly encourages him in his courtship. Meanwhile, the
Bellegardes' long-lost cousin Lord Deepmere arrives in Paris.
Upon the expiration of the six-month period of silence about marriage,
Newman proposes to Claire again, and she accepts. The next day, Mrs. Bread
warns Newman to lose no time in getting married. The Marquise is evidently
displeased by the engagement, but agrees to throw an engagement ball. The
following few days are the happiest in Newman's life, as he sees Claire every
day, exchanging longing glances and tender words. Meanwhile, the Marquise
and Urbain are away, taking Deepmere on a tour of Paris.
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